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ON FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR MULTI-VALUED
MAPPINGS ON METRIC SPACES

SooN-Kyu KIM AND TIXIANG WANG

1. I.trod.dion

The Banach contraction principle has numerous generalizations. One of
these is due to G.E. Hardy and T.D. Rogers in 1973. They proved the
following result ([4J).

THEOREM A. Let T be a single-valued self-mapping on a metric space
(X, d), Suppose that there exist nonnegative constants a, b, c, e, f such that
for z,yEX

(1) d(Tx, Ty)~a·d(x,Tz) +b·d(y, Ty) +c·d(x, Ty) +e·d(y, Tx)
+ f·d(x, y).

Set a=a+b+c+e+I. Then ..
(a) if X is complete and a<l, then T has a unique fixed point;
(b) if (1) modified to the condition z::f=.y implies that

(1') d(Tz, Ty) <a·d(x, Tz) +b·d(y, Ty) +c·d(z, Ty) +e·d(y, Tz)
+ f·d(x,y)

and in this case if X is compact, T is continuous and a== 1, then T has
a unique fixed point.

Soon after, C.S. Wong generalized the above result as follows ([15J).

THEOREM B. Let T be a single-valued self-mapping on a complete metric
space (X, tl). Suppose that there exist functions ai, i = 1, 2, ..., 5, ,of
(0,00) into [0,00) such that

(a) each a; is upper semicontinuous from the right, (i.e., Lim Sup
.. - co

ai(b..)~a;(b) for each decreasing convergent sequence {b..} with limit b),
6

(b) Ea;(t)<t, t>O, and
i=l
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(c) for any distinct x, yEX 'we have

(2) d(Tx, Ty)<a1d(x, Tx) +a~(y, Ty) +a3d(x, Ty) +a4d(y, Tx)
+a5d (x, y)

where ai=ai(d(x, y»/d(x, y). Then T has a unique fixed point.

The Theorem B is a generalized version of Theorem 4 of [14J which
was stated as one of the best fixed point theorem by Rhoades in [l4J.

On the other hand, in [7J we introduced a D,(a, fi) class of multi
valued mapping on metric spaces, and proved a fixed point theorem for
multi-valued mappings of class D,(a, jj) with a+2jj<1 on complete metric
spaces. A multi-valued mapping T is said to be class D,(a, jj) if D,(Tx,
Ty)<a·d(x, y)+jj·(D,(x, Ty)+D r (y, Tx» (see section 2 for the
definition of D, ( " •) ). In this article we will prove two fixed point
theorems for multi-valued mappings on complete metric spaces, which
generalize Wong's result[l5J, Rhoades' Theorem 4 in [14J and our
results in [7J.

2. Main theorems

Let (X, d) be a metric space and C(X) the family of all nonempty
closed subsets of X. For A and B in C(X), we define an extended real
number Dr(A, B) as follows Dr(A, B) =Sup d(x, B), where d(x, B) =

",EA

Inf d(x, c). Similarly, we define Di(A, B) by D,(A, B) =Dr(B, A) =
.EB

Sup d(x, A). Then so called Hausdorff distance D(A, B) between A and B
",EB

in C(X) is obviously defined by D(A, B) =Max {Dr(A, B), DI(A, B)}.
We note that all of D (A, B), D r (A, B) and D1(A, B) actually depend on
the metric d on X.

It is clear that for any x, yEX, and AEC(X) we have d(x, y) =
Dr(x,y)=DI(x,y) and Dr(x, A) =d(x, A). And, in general, Dr(A,B):;t:
Dr(B, A) for A, BEC(X). So, Dr(·, .) is not a metric on the space C(X).

For D r ( " .) and D1 ( " .) we have the following elementary properties
which were proved in [7J.

PROPOSITION 2. 1. (i) Dr (A) >0 and D 1(A, B) >0,
(H) Dr(A, B) =0 if and only if AeB, and D,(A, B) =0 if and only

if BeA,
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(Hi) (triangle inequality) Dr(A, B) <Dr(A, C) +Dr(C, B), and
D,(A, B) <D,(A, C) +D,(C, B), for A, B, CEC(X).

Let T be a mapping from X into C(X). A point xEX is said to be
a fixed point of T if xETx. In this section we give a fixed point
theorem for some kind of mappings from X into C(X). We also prove
the existance of common fixed points for two multi-valued mappings with
some conditions. To prove these theorems we need an elementary lemma
as follows.

.1-LEMMA 2.2. Let {a,,} be a real sequence. If O<a"+1<a,,+ 2'" for all

n, then the sequence is convergent.

Proof. a"+1<al +~ ~=al+1, by induction. Then {a,,} is a bounded

sequence. Suppose that there are two subsequences {a",}, and {a".} which

converge to a and b, respectively. Suppose a>b. Let e= ~ (a-b). Then

there is an integer N such that la.. -al<6, la.. -bl<e, for all nr. n.,... ,.
>N, and EN ~<e. Then a-b<la",-al + (a..,-a".) + la... -bl<e+e+e

=3e=a-b, when nJ>nq>N. This contradiction implies a=b. Thus
Lim a" exists.
..-co

We can now deal with our main result in this paper which generalizes
Wong's result [15J, Rhoades' Theorem 4 in [14J, and our result in [7J
obviously.

THEOREM 2. 3. Let T be a mapping of a complete metric space (X, d)
into C(X) where C(X) is the familly of all closed subsets of X. Suppose
that there exist functions ai, i=l, 2, 3, of (0,00) into [0, (0) such that

( i) each ai are continuous,
(ii) al(t) +2-a2(t) +2-as(t)<t, for t>O,
(iii) Lim al (t) +a2(t) +as(t) k<I,

"-0+ t-a2(t) -as(t)
(iv) for any x, yEX, Dr(Tx, Ty)<

al-d(x, y) +a2Dr(X, Tx) + a2-Dr{Y, Ty) + as·Dr(x, Ty) + as-Dr{y, Tx),
where ai=ai(d(x,y))/d(x,y), i=l, 2,3. Then T has at least a fixed
point.

Proof. Let Xo be an arbitrary point in X. Pick any point Xl in Txo.
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We can assume Xl ::;t:xo because if Xl =xo then Xo is a fixed point of T.
Then we can choose a x2ETxl such that

1d(Xh x2)5:.Dr( Txo, TXl) +2"(1-a2-a3)

<al·d(xo, Xl) +a2' (Dr(xo, Txo) +Dr(Xlo TXl» +a3' (Dr(xo, TXl)
1+Dr(Xh Txo» +2"(1-a2-a3)

<al·d(xo, Xl) +a2' (d(xo, Xl) +d(Xlo X2» +a3·d(xO' X2) + ~ (1-a2-a3)

< (al +a2+a3) ·d(xo, Xl) + (02+03) ·d(Xlo X2) + ~ (1-02-03). That is

(2.1)

Denote bo=d(xo, Xl), bl=d(XloX2). By the definition of ai, (2.1)
reduces to

(2.2)

By induction, we can pick Xn+1ETXn, Xn+1::;t:Xn for all n=2, 3, "', shch
that

(2.3)

By the same argument as before, (2.3) implies that

(2.4)

(2.5)

b
n
5:. al (bn_l) +a2 (bn_1) +a2 (bn_l)

bn_l-a2(bn_l) -aa (bn_1)

Thus bn<bn.-l+ in' for all n.

(2.6)

Then the sequence {bn} is convergent by Lemma 2.2. Denote the limit
of {bn } by b. Taking limit as n-oo in (2. 4) we have

b5:. al (b) +a2(b) +a3(b) 'b,
b-a2(b) -aa(b)

since ai are continuous. From (ii), b must be zero, Le., Lim bn=O.

Then there are an integer N and a positive number kl<l such that
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Then {xn } is a Cauchy sequence in X and there exists a z in X such
that xn-z as n_oo by the completeness of X. We shall show that z is
a fixed point of T.

The inequality
Dr(z, Tz):::;;'d(z, x n) +Dr(xn, Txn) +Dr(Txn, Tz)
<d(z, x n) +d(xn, x n+!) +alod(z, x n) +a2·Dr(Xn, Txn) +a2oDr(Z, Tz)

+a3oDr(xn, Tz) +a3oDr(Z, Txn)
:::;;'d(z, x n) +bn+alod(z, xn) +a2obn+a2oDr(z, Tz) +a3od(xn, z)

+a3od(z, Tz) +a3od(z, x n) +a3obn implies that

Dr(z, Tz):::;;' 1+al+2a3 d(xn,z)+ 1+a2+a3 bn.1-a2-a3 1-a2- a3
Let cn=d(xn, z). Then Dr(z, Tz)<Aod(xn, z) +Bobn, where
A= 1+al+2a3_= cn+al(cn)+2a3(cn) and

1-a2-a3 cn-a2(cn) -a3(cn) ,

B= 1+a2+ a3 cn+a2(cn) +a3(cn) Since
1-a2-a3 cn-a2(cn) -a3(cn) .

A=l+ al (cn) +a2(cn) +a3(cn) + 2a3(cn)
cn- a2(cn) -a3(cn) cn-a2(cn) -a3(cn)

<1+1+2=4, B=l+ 2a2(cn)+2a3(cn) <3, bn-O, and
cn-a2(cn) -a3(cn)

d(xn, z)-O as n-oo, we have Dr(z, Tz) =0 which implies zETz.

We now prove a theorem on common fixed points of two multi-valued
mappings S and To Two multi-calued mappings Sand T are said to have
a common fixed point in X if there exists a point xEX such that xESx
and xETx, simultaneouslyo

THEOREM 2.4. Let S, T bet two mappings from X into C(X). Suppose
that there exist functions ai, i=1,2,3, of CO,oo) into [0,00) such that

( i) each ai are continuous,
Cii) al (t) +2a2(t) +2a3Ct)<t,

C···) L· al Ct) +a2(t) +a3(t) k<lIII lm = ,
t-O+ t-a2(t) -a3(t)

(iv) for any x, yEX we have
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(2.8)

(2.9)

Dr(Sx, Ty)-::;;'ald(x, y) +azDr(x, Sx) +aZD7(y, Ty) +a3D7(X, Ty)
+a3D r(y, Sx)

D7(Tx, Sy)<ald(x, y) +aZD7(x, Tx) +aZD7(y, Sy) +a3D7(x, Sy)
+a3D7(y, Tx)

where ai=ai(d(x,y»/d(x,y). Then Sand T have at least a common
fixed point.

Proof. Let Xo be an arbitrary point in X. Pick any point Xl in Txo.
Then choose a XZESXI such that

d(xz, Xl) <D7(SxI, Txo) + ~ (I -aZ-a3)

Sal·d(xl, x o) +az·D7(xI, SXI) +az·D7(xo, Txo) +a3·Dr(Xh Txo)

+a3Dr(Xo, SXI) + ~ (1-az-a3)

SaI·d(xo, Xl) +aZod(Xl, xz) +az·d(xo, Xl) +a30d(xO' ::z) + ~ (l- az-a3)

salod(xo, Xl) +azod(xl, xz) +azod(xo, Xl) +a30d(xo, Xl) +a30d(XI, xz)

+ ~ (I - az - a3) .

Thus d(xI, xz) -::;;, ~l +aZ+a3 0 d(xo, Xl) + 21 •
-aZ-a3

That is b
1
< al(bo) +az(bO)+a3(bo) obo+l

, b-az(bo)-a3(bo) 2'
where bi=d(x;, xi+l)i=O, l.

We can also pick a x3ETxz such that

(2010)

That is

(2.11)

(2.12) b S~l (b,,) +az(b,,) +as(b,,) ob +l
"+1 b,,-az(b,,) -as(b,,) "2'"

for all n, where b..=d(x", X"+l).

By the same argument as we have done in the proof of Theorem 2.3,
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we can prove that Lim bn=O, {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in X, and
n-O

Lim Xn=Z, since X is complete.
n-OO

We prove that z is a common fixed point of Sand T. First of all,
we prove zE Tz.

Dr(z, Tz) :=;;:d(z, X2n+I) +Dr(X2n+h SX2n+I) +Dr(SX2n+h Tz)
<d(z, X2n+l) +d(X2n+I, X2n+2) +al·d(X2n+h z) +a2·Dr(X2n+h SX2n+l)

+a2,Dr(z, Tz) +a3·Dr(Z, SX2n+I) +a3·Dr(X2n+h Tz)
<d(z, X2n+l) +d(X2n+h X2n+2) +al·d(X2n+h z) +a2'd(X2n+h X2n+2)

+a2· Dr(Z, Tz) +a3·d(z, X2n+l) +a3·d(X2n+h X2n+2)
+a3·d(X2n+h z) +d(z, Tz).

Th D ( T )< 1+al+2ag d( ) + 1+a2+ag d( )us r Z, Z 1 . Z, X2n+l 1 • X2n+h X2n+2 •
-~-~ -~-~

By the same method used in the proof of Theorem 2. 3, we conclude
zETz. Similarly, we can prove zESz. Therefore z is a common fixed
point of Sand T.
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